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Even at that date large numbers of people were ready to
welcome a paper that was honest in its convictions, though \
they might not share all its views.    Since then those   *•„
numbers have swelled immensely, and they still know
not where to turn.
Outside London the men who control newspapers
financially are more often concerned with their produc-
tion. This may be one reason for the superiority of the
Provincial Press in a good many directions; it prints more
news with fewer headlines, it very often presents it more
intelligibly; it takes more trouble to be accurate; it has
a steady local advertising connexion and, as its advertisers
depend on it as much almost as it depends on them, it
can afford to be more independent of them. Nor, with
its regular local circulation, need it struggle so desperately
to attract readers.
The main editorial object of the Provincial Press
outside of the combines is to convey information* In
London more importance is attached to the arrangement
of news, to the headings put on it, to forceful introductory
paragraphs, than to the news itself. The appearance of
the pages is coming to be thought of more consequence
than what is in them* This has been explained in an
ingenious fashion. A writer in the Monotype Recorder^
a printing magazine, sets it down to rivalry with Broad-
casting. The voice on the air has colour in it, warmth,
vitality* That is its advantage over cold print*
Print can be skipped or skimmed, can be preserved,
studied at the reader's convenience and his reading speed.
But the advantages of print " depend on the reader's
willingness to exercise in some degree his higher intel-
lectual faculties, judgment, memory, and will. He does
not simply sit and absorb direct impressions and sensa-

